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S I L E N C E

"SILENCE IS THE PLACE TO LOSE
YOURSELF AND THEN FIND YOURSELF
AGAIN”

The meeting of four eclectic musicians, who love to
experiment, who experience music as a form of pure
communication, classical, jazz and world music come
together giving life to a unique sound.

sonia spinello

www.soniaspinello.com

Sophisticated vocal interpreter, author and composer of jazz and
pop, Sonia has been a regular guest of jazz clubs throughout Italy
and of the most important reviews and festivals for over 10 years.
Her record production is intense and original. In 2017 she was the
winner of a prestigious audiophile award from Critique Magazine,
a Japanese jazz reference magazine.
"Sonia Spinello, a voice that captures" Gerlando Gatto

roberto olzer

www.robertoolzer.com

“Roberto Olzer is a pianist of jazz and classical culture endowed with undoubted
musical refinement and an extraordinary expressive capacity.”(Jazzitalia).
Interpreter, composer and arranger in various musical fields, Roberto Olzer
performs in prestigious festivals in many European countries. Much appreciated
in Japan, he is also the winner of a prestigious audiophile award from Critique
Magazine, a jazz reference magazine.

eloisa manera

www.eloisamanera.com

Italian-Spanish violinist, Eloisa Manera graduated from the
Conservatories of Venice, Cremona and Milan both in Classical and
Jazz, she also studied in Germany, Spain and the United States. She has
participated in musical productions with Herbie Hancock, Karl Berger
and Ingrid Sestro, Ralph Alessi, Chris Cutler, Keith and Julie Tippett,
Mike and Kate Westbrook, Adam Rudolph, Cyro Baptista, John Ehlis,
Enrico Intra, Simone Zanchini, Yigit Ozatalay and many others. She is
featured in albums alongside Giovanni Sollima, Mario Brunello and
Paolo Fresu among others.

daniela savoldi

www.danielasavoldi.com

Daniela Savoldi is an Italian-Brazilian cellist. She loves to define her
encounters with the instrument as sound strokes; her compositions are a
synthesis of her musical, theatrical and dance experiences. She has recorded
with her cello for: Muse, Le Luci Della Centrale Elettrica, Dente, Paola Turci,
Nada Malanima, Folco Orselli and many other artists on the Italian scene. She
has collaborated with dance and theater composing original music for
“Progetti e Regie”, “Collettivo Clochart”, “Lelastiko”, “Aterballetto”, “Gabriele
Parrillo”. Some of her original music was chosen for the docufilm "The Man of
Trees" by Sardinian director Tore Manca, released in 2019 and awarded at the
Eco Film Festival in London. In 2016 she released her first solo album
"Trasformazioni".

information and contacts
booking.soniaspinello@gmail.com
Formations
Duo: piano and voice
Trio: piano, voice and violin
Trio: piano, voice and cello
Quartet: piano, voice,
violin and cello/ action painting

